Abstract-Grid resource providers can use gossiping to disseminate their available resource state to remote regions of the grid to attract application load. Pairwise gossiping protocols exchange information about limited subsets of other resources between pairs of potentially remote participants. In epidemic gossiping protocols, the provider disseminates information to multiple neighbors, who in turn forward it to their neighbors, and so on. One important metric for these protocols is their coverage, which characterizes how many and which resources receive the information. Coverage characteristics of epidemic protocols are non-uniform, concentrated within the vicinity of a disseminating node; they can exhibit bi-modal behavior where information either reaches distant nodes or dies out quickly. Pairwise gossiping protocols, on the other hand, provide a more uniform coverage, but it can take longer for the dissemination to reach desired uniformity. In this paper, we study performance characteristics of three gossiping protocols: (1) epidemic gossiping, (2) pairwise gossiping, and (3) adaptive information dissemination (which is based on a form of epidemic gossiping). We report experimental results based on our simulation framework that compare the three protocols in terms of packet overhead and query satisfaction rates. We show that pairwise gossiping protocols work best when resource distribution on the grid is uniform, but that they can be configured to perform well in support of grid scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gossip-style protocols are effective in P2P systems because they do not rely on centralized infrastructure, some are completely unstructured, and they can be made robust to node failures, network partitions, firewalls, and other real-world network-related problems [6] . Computational grids are becoming more like P2P systems with the inclusion of individual resources. Dedicated grids that contain relatively few sites, each with an abundance of resources [12] [11] , are being complemented by desktop grids [16] and public resource computing (PRC) like systems [2] ; we expect hybrids of the two models to emerge [1] .
As grids scale to include more individual resources, centralized services must be replaced by distributed scalable algorithms. Therefore, the most effective grid middleware services will eliminate the need for structure and centralization, and will be robust in the face of failures. One example of such a service is the dissemination of dynamic grid resource state information to schedulers that need to map applications to This research is supported by NSF Career Award ACI-0133838 and NSF Award CNS-0454298. available resources. In particular, the properties of gossip-style protocols suggest that they might effectively replace centralized information repositories with unstructured, cooperative, distributed approaches. The research questions that this paper addresses are: (1) Are gossip-style protocols, as currently designed and constituted, appropriate for the grid scheduling problem, and (2) If not, can we apply techniques to improve their applicability?
We consider two flavors of gossip-style protocols, pairwise and epidemic gossiping. Pairwise protocols exchange information about limited subsets of other resources between pairs of potentially remote participants. In pairwise gossiping (or random gossip exchange) protocols, nodes that exchange information can then (1) resolve the differences between their caches (anti-entropy) [4] [18] , or (2) randomly purge entries to shrink caches to predefined sizes [4] [6] . In epidemic gossiping (i.e. ad-hoc broadcast) protocols, the provider disseminates information to multiple neighbors, who in turn forward it to their neighbors, and so on.
One important metric for gossiping protocols is their coverage, which characterizes how many and which nodes receive the information. Coverage characteristics of epidemic protocols may be non-uniform, concentrated within the vicinity of a disseminating node. Moreover, they can exhibit bi-modal behavior; information either reaches all distant nodes or dies out quickly [17] [10] . Pairwise gossiping protocols, on the other hand, provide more random and uniform coverage, but it can take longer for the dissemination to reach desired uniformity [6] [18] .
Coverage characteristics can be used to estimate resource scheduling success. However, to effectively evaluate grid resource scheduling performance, we need more direct metrics. In this paper, we study performance characteristics of three gossiping protocols in terms of query satisfaction rates, packet overhead, and average distance from the requester. We study (1) epidemic gossiping with three different fixed forwarding probabilities, (2) pairwise gossiping, and (3) our adaptive information dissemination protocol that uses epidemic gossiping along with mechanisms to dynamically adjust dissemination aggressiveness [7] .
Our initial results show that pairwise protocols are not wellmatched for this particular problem (information dissemination for the purpose of scheduling requests onto resources), when resources and requests are not uniformly distributed. Because pairwise protocols do not require a structured overlay, and because they show considerable promise in being made robust, we set out to alter their behavior in a few simple ways, to make them better suited to grid resource scheduling. In particular, our approaches can be seen as moving the protocols away from uniform complete coverage (which is a usual goal), so that the gossip is directed more strategically to achieve higher query satisfaction rates.
Our results demonstrate that pairwise gossiping is not always well suited to supporting grid resource scheduling with default parameters, because it is intended to provide randomness, which is not always favorable, especially under non-uniform distribution of resources and requests. However, pairwise protocols, which do not require structured overlays, can be configured to improve query satisfaction rates and reduce performance, using similar techniques to those that have been shown to work for epidemic protocols.
II. IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes our implementation of the three gossip-style protocols, in detail. In our model of large scale dynamic grids with volatile resources, each node may be a resource provider, a resource requester, or both. For simplicity, we assume that resource requesters do their own mapping onto resources; that is, requesters also act as schedulers. Nodes organize themselves into overlays for information dissemination. They may be configured with static dissemination parameters, or alternatively, may adjust their dissemination rates and strategies by taking feedback from the system.
Resource providers disseminate their available resource state in the form of information packets on the grid. A resource is characterized by a resource descriptor tuple (T, U, S), where T refers to the Type of resource, U refers to available resource Units, and S refers to available time Slots. A request is characterized by the same three parameters contained in the descriptor. This abstraction of resource and query descriptions can be extended to include more attribute-value pairs to accommodate multi-attribute queries. Providers disseminate available resource state in this tuple format, which then gets stored in information repositories at remote nodes. A query could be satisfied if the following relationship holds between the resource tuple (T r , U r , S r ) and the query tuple (T q , U q , S q ):
A. Query matching and ranking functions
Each node keeps the information packets it receives in its limited-size cache. A request matching module ranks resource providers based on several criteria, such as distance, confidence factor, freshness, and so on. The details of the ranking functions are introduced and described elsewhere [5] , and summarized in Section III-G. Upon locally generated resource requests, the request matching module consults cached information to find potential resource providers that can satisfy the query. It sends a reservation request to the resource provider, and waits for a reservation reply. A provider node that receives this reservation request checks to see if it still can (and is willing to) satisfy the query, and responds accordingly. A positive reservation reply packet marks a successful schedule, and the provider's resources are reduced in the simulation for the duration of the requested operation. A negative reservation reply causes the requester to reconsider the potential resource providers list and contact the next potential provider, as selected by the ranking function. This process continues until the requester exhausts its list of potential resource providers.
To characterize the effect of different gossiping protocols on grid resource scheduling success, we implement Haas et al.'s epidemic gossiping protocol [17] and Drost et al.'s pairwise gossiping protocol [6] in our simulation framework. Moreover, we define an adaptive dissemination protocol that can take feedback from the system and adjust its dissemination rates accordingly [8] [7] . Sections II-B, II-C, and II-D, respectively, describe each implementation. Section III presents and compares performance results.
B. Epidemic gossiping protocol
In our implementation of the epidemic gossiping protocol, resource providers send available resource state to their overlay neighbors. Nodes that receive information about other nodes keep a copy in their cache and generate a random number between 0 and 1. If the number is less than the preset gossiping probability for that packet (also between 0 and 1, set by the original sender, and included in each dissemination packet), they forward the packet to their neighbors (except the neighbor that they receive the information from). In this definition, setting the forwarding probability to 1 is equivalent to flooding. Moreover, coverage characteristics are bimodal: even with higher values of forwarding probabilities, the gossip may die out quickly [17] . Therefore, gossiping is repeated periodically to achieve and maintain desired coverage levels. For dynamic grid state dissemination, it must also be repeated periodically because the disseminated values can change frequently.
C. Pairwise gossiping protocol
In our implementation of Drost et al.'s Actualized Robust Random Gossiping (ARRG) pairwise gossiping protocol [6] , pairs of disseminating nodes exchange a random subset of entries in their caches, and individually purge them to predefined size limits. We do not implement ARRG's Fallback Cache, since we do not model network connectivity problems in this study. Moreover, we use UDP to send information packets, as opposed to TCP in ARRG.
One performance metric for pairwise gossiping coverage is its randomness. ARRG, for example, measures this property with a new metric called Perceived Network Size, which reflects the inter-arrival times of node information in other nodes' caches. If the probability that new information coming into a cache is 1/N , where N is the number of nodes in the network, then the protocol is said to be random. To verify our implementation of ARRG, we reproduced the results for Perceived Network Size in Figure 3 of Drost et al. [6] , for ARRG and Random IDs only. Our results, exhibiting the same shape and approximate numbers as Drost et al., are presented in Figure 1 .
D. Adaptive information dissemination protocol
We proposed an adaptive information dissemination protocol to overcome the inherent limitations of epidemic gossiping protocols that use a static value for the forwarding probabilities [7] . In our framework, to adjust protocol behavior based on dynamic grid resource states, nodes calculate a local score, an integer number between 1 (lowest) and 100 (highest). A node score measures how well information dissemination and resource matching policies are meeting the local policies and goals of that particular autonomous node. Nodes calculate local, neighborhood, and grid scores. Along with this scoring scheme and adaptation policies, each autonomous node adjusts its dissemination protocol to adapt to dynamic grid resource states. Each neighborhood sets the neighborhood score as the arithmetic mean of neighborhood node scores; grid score is the average query satisfaction rate on the grid, which is cooperatively calculated by the leaders of requester neighborhoods.
In this framework, several dissemination approaches constitute the toolset for adaptive information dissemination protocols that take feedback from the system and adjust their behavior accordingly. Using these tools, each grid node autonomously matches resources to requests based on its limited local view of available resource states and grid offered load. For this study, we use a combination of Haas et al.'s epidemic gossiping [17] approach, changing dissemination frequencies [13] , and setting hop-count (i.e. TTL) limits on dissemination, along with our scoring scheme and adaptation framework [8] [7] .
III. RESULTS
We use the Scalable Simulation Network Framework (SSFNet) [3] to simulate the system, and GT-ITM [19] to generate network topologies. We use a 600-node transit-stub topology for all the results reported in this study. We run all simulations 10 times, each time as 10 separate runs with different random seeds. Thus, each data point represents the average of 100 runs.
A. Preview of tests and results
We evaluate the performance of the gossiping protocols in terms of
• packet overhead: the total number of information packets sent within the system, counting one for each hop that each packet takes • query satisfaction rates: the ratio of satisfied requests to total requests generated within the system, and • average distances: the average number of hops between the requester and the selected provider, for all matched pairs in the simulation.
We first study two resource and load distribution scenarios. In the first scenario in Section III-B, all 600 grid nodes participate as either resource requesters or providers. Different tests locate the 300 requesters and 300 providers in neighborhoods of different sizes. This case demonstrates that pairwise gossiping and epidemic protocols with overly aggressive forwarding probabilities can exhibit significantly higher overhead than both adaptive protocols and epidemic protocols with moderate to low dissemination probabilities.
In the second scenario (Section III-C), only a small subset of nodes are requesters or providers. This test confirms the overhead observation from Section III-B, and demonstrates that query satisfaction rates can suffer when pairwise gossiping is used, as is, for information dissemination to remote schedulers. Section III-D then studies a range of tests between the two extremes of Sections III-B and III-C, by varying the number of requesters and providers in the grid. We show that the effectiveness of pairwise gossiping increases with the number of nodes that provide and request resources. Thus, when load and resources are uniformly distributed throughout the grid, the randomness of pairwise gossiping serves them well. Section III-E describes a test that varies each node's cache size, and shows that pairwise gossiping protocols require a larger cache size than epidemic protocols.
We then turn our attention toward "fixing" pairwise gossiping protocols for the resource scheduling problem, in an attempt to increase query satisfaction rates and decrease overhead for the cases that pairwise gossiping protocols do not work as well, under existing configurations. Our strategy is to alter the protocol, in terms of the easily configurable parameters, to compromise randomness and introduce locality. In particular, we limit the nodes that disseminate information to those that are providing resources, we favor nearby nodes for exchanging information (rather than selecting them randomly from caches), and we apply ranking parameters [5] in selecting which nodes to map requests onto. Sections III-F and III-G report the results, which demonstrate that protocols based on pairwise gossiping can be effective, in terms of query satisfaction rates, overhead, and proximity of matching, for the grid resource scheduling problem. Performances of gossiping protocols in terms of packet overhead and query satisfaction rates, in the uniform resource and load distributions. Pairwise gossiping protocol versus four epidemic gossiping protocols.
B. Uniform resource and load distributions
In the uniform resource and load distribution tests, each grid node is either a resource requester or resource provider; the system contains 300 of each. We define four test configurations that vary where the requesters and providers are, relative to one another. We cluster the requesters and providers into different sized neighborhoods, and label the tests accordingly. Thus, test [N, M] assigns N neighborhoods containing M nodes each-2N neighborhoods total (N provider, and N requester neighborhoods). We set N and M in the four tests as: [30, 10] , [10, 30] , [6, 50] , and [1, 300] . The number of requested resource slots matches exactly the number that can be provided; we call such a system "saturated," and report results for undersaturated and over-saturated cases in Section III-F.
Average distances (calculated between any potential provider and requester pair on the network) are: 7.07, 7.10, 7.14, and 7.69, respectively. Thus, the average distances increase slightly with the increase in the number of requesters (and providers) per neighborhood.
The top graph of Figure 2 compares packet overhead of gossiping protocols. Pairwise gossiping protocol overhead is the same across all test cases since the relative locations and distribution of provider and requester nodes do not influence the protocol. Packet overhead slightly increases with all the epidemic protocols, due to the small increase in the average distance between providers and requesters from test [30, 10] through [1, 300] .
The bottom graph of Figure 2 compares the query satisfaction rates of gossiping protocols. Epidemic protocols with P=0.5 and P=0.8 both achieve 100% query satisfaction rates, as does the pairwise gossiping protocol. The adaptive protocol achieves approximately 90% query satisfaction rates over all test cases, because it tries to reduce dissemination aggressiveness to decrease overhead. A static forwarding probability Performances of gossiping protocols in terms of packet overhead and query satisfaction rates, in the non-uniform resource and load distributions. 12 requesters form a single neighborhood, and 12 providers form three remote neighborhoods on the grid. of P=0.2 is not sufficient to reach and match more than approximately 40% of queries.
C. Non-uniform resource and load distributions
Although some common types of resources, such as CPUs and general purpose storage may be uniformly distributed on the grid, others types may not. Specialized instruments and sensors, and requests for them, may be fewer in number and less frequently occurring, respectively. Moreover, even common resources may not be characterized by uniform availability, due to diurnal usage patterns, for example. Therefore, this section studies the performance of gossiping protocols under non-uniform resource and load distributions. 12 requesters form a neighborhood, and 12 providers form three remote neighborhoods on the grid. As with Section III-B, the number of resource slots requested matches the number available.
Under non-uniform distributions, performance of the pairwise gossiping protocols degrades. The top graph of Figure 3 plots the packet overhead of the five gossiping protocols. Pairwise gossiping protocol overhead is more than nine times that of the epidemic gossiping protocol with P=0.5 (which is the lowest forwarding probability that achieves 100% query satisfaction rate). Pairwise gossiping protocol overhead is 26 times higher than the adaptive epidemic protocol.
The primary reason for this difference is that all nodes in the pairwise protocol continue to generate information and packets, even if they are not providers. In the four epidemic protocols, only the 12 requesters (2% of all nodes) generate packets. Again, we report overhead in terms of the total number of packets per link in the underlying simulated network.
The bottom graph of Figure 3 plots the query satisfaction rates of the same five gossiping protocols. The two epidemic protocols with P=0.5 and P=0.8 satisfy all the requests. The adaptive protocol satisfies more than 86% of the requests, again trading off a small percentage of queries for reduced packet [3, 4] [ overhead. Performance of the pairwise gossiping protocol satisfies approximately 25% of requests, despite its high overhead.
Non-uniform distribution of specialized resources represents a worst-case scenario for pairwise gossiping protocols, because randomness works against the protocol-in this case it would be better to concentrate information at the few requesters. Furthermore, as configured, the pairwise protocol continues to exchange information about all nodes, not just the few providers. We alter this policy in Section III-F.
D. Effect of resource and load distributions on pairwise gossiping protocols
To confirm our conclusion above, that the effectiveness of pairwise gossiping varies with the uniformity of resources, we ran four more tests with varying numbers of providers and requesters. We set the CACHE SIZE and SEND SIZE to ARRG's defaults of 10 and 3, respectively. We ran tests with N neighborhoods of M providers each, and N neighborhoods of M requesters each. We set N and M in the six tests as: [3, 4] 1 , [3, 5] , [5, 12] , [10, 12] , [10, 24] , and [1, 300] . Thus the total number of providers (and requesters) increases with the six tests. Figure 4 plots query satisfaction rates for each test case in the top graph, and the total number of provider and requester nodes on the grid for the same tests, in the bottom graph. The similar plot shapes indicate that query satisfaction rates correspond to the number of nodes that provide or request a resource type. In other words, due to its uniform (i.e. random) coverage characteristics, pairwise gossiping protocols are effective for grid scheduling when resource and load distributions are also uniform. T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  CS  16  16  10  32  64  128  SS  8  3  3  3  3  3 
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E. Effect of cache size on pairwise gossiping protocols
This section studies the effect of the cache size and the number of nodes about which information is exchanged, on the performance of pairwise gossiping protocols. We vary ARRG's CACHE SIZE and SEND SIZE parameters and report performance. We initially set SEND SIZE to 8, which causes our implementation to achieve full dissemination faster compared to other pairwise gossiping protocols [6] [18]. Since gossiping nodes exchange entries uniformly, the SEND SIZE parameter mainly affects the local cache warmup period (i.e. how soon the caches are filled with information about potential providers), but influences neither the query satisfaction rates, nor the packet overhead. On the other hand, CACHE SIZE is important for query satisfaction rates. Since we use a local information cache of 16 entries for the query matching component of our epidemic gossiping protocols, we set CACHE SIZE to 16 for the tests in Sections III-B and III-C. Table I shows results with several settings of the two parameters. We can draw conclusions about the cache size, or the percentage of membership information, that each node should keep to achieve comparable query satisfaction rates to epidemic protocols. Under non-uniform resource and load distributions, each local node must cache information about 21% of the other grid nodes, to achieve at least 90% query satisfaction rates. With epidemic gossiping protocols, cache size of 16 (or 2.7% of the 600 nodes) can achieve the same query satisfaction rates.
F. Pairwise gossiping protocols for grid resource matching
We alter our implementation of the pairwise gossiping protocol to make it more suitable for grid resource scheduling, as described in Section III-A. Tables II, III , and IV show the effect of the modifications, for three different tests. Test 1 is the non-uniform resource and load configuration in Section III-C, Tests 2 and 3 are the uniform resource and load configurations, labeled in Section III-B as [1, 300] and [30, 10] , respectively. We report the performances for six different configurations. The first configuration (A1) is the original ARRG implementation, where all the nodes participate in gossiping. We alter the pairwise gossiping protocol in the rest of the configurations. In the second configuration (A2), only provider nodes gossip. In the other four configurations, moreover, only the providers gossip, and also they select their gossip partners with a random walk. Limiting the scope of the walk allows us to introduce proximity into the protocol, by forcing nodes to gossip with relatively nearby nodes, rather than with random entries in their cache, which are eventually distributed randomly through the system. We vary the average hop count for the random walk as 1, 3, 5, and 8, and label the configurations accordingly (i.e., A3.1, A3.3, A3.5, and A3.8). Cache size is 10, and send size is 3 in all the tests.
Across all the tests, we observe that both modifications (i.e. "only-providers" and random-walk) cause the packet overhead to drop. In particular, making only the provider nodes exchange gossips drops the packet overhead on average by 12% in the non-uniform resource and load distributions across all system saturation levels (i.e. Test 1 in Tables II, III , and IV). Moreover, with random-walks, e.g. in A3.1, the packet overhead also drops up to (1) 66%, compared to A1, and (2) 61%, compared to A2, on average, for non-uniform resource and load distributions (Test 1), across all system saturation levels. Since the total number of providers and requesters remains the same, so does the packet overhead with "only-providers" (A2), in uniform resource and load distributions (Tests 2 and 3). However, with random-walks, (e.g. A3.1 compared to A1), the packet overhead drops up to 69% in uniform resource and load distributions with under-saturated and saturated systems (Test 2 of Table III) .
With "only-providers" (A2), query satisfaction rates increase by 45%, 37%, and 15%, in the under-saturated, saturated, and over-saturated systems, respectively, in non-uniform resource and load distributions (Test 1). Query satisfaction rates further increase with random-walks up to 98% (A3.8) in the undersaturated system.
In uniform resource and load distributions (Tests 2 and 3), "only-providers" (A2) again has no effect on query satisfaction rates, since the total number of providers and requesters do not change. The random-walk (A3) affects performance differently in Tests 2 and 3. In Test 2, query satisfaction rates drop up to 67% (A3.1 compared to A1 in Table II ), due to irregularity of the distribution of providers and requesters (i.e. the system is bipartite). Since the nodes are regularly distributed in Test 3, on the other hand, query satisfaction rates drop only in the over-saturated system, and the change is negligible (QS-row for Test 3 in Table IV) .
Across different hop counts for the random walk (A3.1, A3.3, A3.5, and A3.8), in general lower values cause less packet overhead, and vice versa. However, query satisfaction rates also drop with lower values, and thus we need to trade-off. For example, in Test 1 of Table II , a balancing point could be the hop count of 3 (A3.3); (i) trading-off 2% query satisfaction rates in favor of 45% less overhead, compared to the hop count of 8 (A3.8), and (ii) causing 48% more overhead to achieve 6% higher query satisfaction rates, compared to the hop count Table III . Effects of modifications to pairwise gossiping protocols. Under-saturated system (ratio of total resource slots to request slots is two). Tests and configurations the same as in Table II. of 1 (A3.1). In summary, this section demonstrates pairwise gossiping protocols (without uniform coverage characteristics) can be effective in terms of query satisfaction rates, packet overhead, and proximity of matching-and therefore for grid scheduling. In particular, two simple alterations to standard protocol versions can cause them to incur up to 67% less overhead and to achieve a 75% higher query satisfaction rate. Gossiping pair selection through random walk is better when resource and load distributions are non-uniform.
G. Effect of ranking parameters for grid resource matching
To evaluate the performance of pairwise gossiping protocols for grid resource matching, we study the effects of applying the ranking criteria described in Section II-A, and in Desai et al. [5] . Figure 5 shows that query satisfaction rates and average response times do not differ much across different ranking parameters. However, the ranking parameters affect the average distances. The hop count parameter (TTL) causes the lowest average distance (as expected), followed by ranking based on execution history (CF). Using Freshness as a ranking parameter increases the average distance in all cases, but when used with hop count (TTL+Fr or ALL3), the relative increase in not as significant. One anomaly is the CF+TTL parameter compared to ALL3, where the average distance increases as we remove the Freshness parameter. We do not yet have a convincing explanation for this. Ranking parameters for the other configurations wherein providers and requesters form random neighborhoods exhibit similar behavior as shown in Figure 6 . Across all configurations, TTL and CF are the parameters that result in lower average distance values. We also observe that query satisfaction rates increase, and average distances decrease, as the number of neighborhoods and the total number of providers and requesters increase.
IV. RELATED WORK Demers et al. [4] Fig. 6 . Effect of ranking parameters for modified pairwise gossiping protocols in terms of query satisfaction rates, and average distances and response times for satisfied queries. Increasing the resource and load distribution in terms of the number of providers and requesters in five different configurations: [3, 10] , [3, 20] , [5, 12] , [10, 12] , and [10, 24] .
database maintenance, including (1) broadcasting ("directmail"), (2) pairwise gossiping with anti-entropy, and with hot rumor mongering. Each node exchanges new information with a randomly selected peer. Anti-entropy resolves differences after the exchange, and rumor mongering disseminates hot information to a predefined set of other nodes. The authors conclude that choosing other nodes uniformly results in fairly high network traffic, and therefore also consider favoring nearby nodes, similar to our non-uniform information dissemination. Kermarrec et al. [15] have nodes maintain a partial membership view. A multicast source disseminates a message that each infected node forwards to a random node set of size O(log(n)). The message reaches all members with high probability after O(log(n)) rounds. The authors also describe how protocol success varies with parameters including system size, failure rates, and number of gossip targets. Success probability depends on fanout-the number of gossip targets per node-in an unstructured node configuration. The two primary drawbacks of gossiping-the need for global membership knowledge, and high overhead in some topologies-can be addressed by limiting membership information and structuring nodes based on underlying network topologies. The authors' evaluation criteria are resilience to node failures, link stress (message overhead), and latency. We also consider message overhead, measured for the entire grid resource matching process, not just for dissemination. We also study (in this and other work), scheduling success, average distance, redundant message ratio, and yield. Our research benefits significantly from the ideas presented by Kermarrec et al.
Eugster et al. [9] outline four specific design constraints for epidemic information dissemination in distributed systems: membership, network awareness, buffer management, and mes-sage filtering. We study the effect of membership, and show that the uniformity of resource and load distribution greatly affects the minimum number of entries required at each node. Our overlay is network aware in that each node knows its immediate (i.e. lowest-cost) neighbors, based on a cost function such as hop count. We address buffer management via Desai et al.'s ranking functions [5] ; messages are sorted based on different ranking criteria such as freshness, confidence, and hop count. Each node has a limited cache, and discards the information messages based on rankings. Eugster et al. also favor reducing information flow for buffer management, and state that it may help to rely on a feedback-based scheme; this could be considered an early definition of the adaptive information dissemination protocols we study.
Voulgaris et al. [18] exploit randomness to disseminate information across a large set of nodes in peer-to-peer systems, using pairwise-gossiping. The authors' Cyclon protocol has nodes maintain a small partial view of the network, and relies on uniform dissemination coverage. Drost et al. [6] also use a pairwise gossiping algorithm to robustly increase coverage in real grid settings. ARRG copes with problems in real world systems (e.g. connectivity and unreliable networks) with a Fallback Cache, whose important characteristic is that it is not purged upon failure to connect to one of its entries. The authors introduce a new metric, Perceived Network Size, for measuring protocol randomness. We use ARRG as the basis for pairwise gossiping in this paper.
Kempe et al. [14] present theoretical results for epidemic gossiping protocols. with resource location as a motivating problem and delay as the primary consideration. Haas et al. [17] proposed the idea of ad-hoc broadcast, which attempts to cover an entire network with reduced (compared to flooding) overhead via probabilistic forwarding. Our epidemic gossiping protocols stem from Haas et al.'s ad-hoc broadcast idea, and we apply this approach to achieve non-uniform dissemination coverage for efficient grid resource scheduling in dynamic grid settings with volatile resource states. Moreover, we study both a non-adaptive (i.e. with static forwarding probabilities), and an adaptive version (along with other dissemination techniques) of ad-hoc broadcasting, and study their behavior across several realistic grid resource and load distribution scenarios.
V. SUMMARY
We study two classes of gossiping protocols, namely epidemic and pairwise, for the grid resource scheduling problem of matching distributed requests onto available resources. We simulate three different gossiping protocols for information dissemination through a 600-node topology, and model a closedloop system in which simulated schedulers use disseminated information to map to, and consume, resources. We investigate several different resource and request distributions, and observe that standard pairwise gossiping is best suited for situations wherein resources are plentiful and uniformly distributed. We then show, however, that these protocols, which are particularly attractive because they do not rely on structured overlays, can be altered in simple ways to make them better suited to the problem at hand. In particular, we configure a pairwise gossip protocol to adapt to local resource availability on the provider side, to select nearby (instead of random) gossip partners, and to employ ranking functions in selecting among candidate providers.
